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Martha’s Vineyard Transit Authority: Electric transit buses
Well-known as a summer vacation destination, Martha’s
Vineyard is also home to 17,000 year-round residents.
Residents and visitors alike are served by the Martha’s
Vineyard Transit Authority (VTA), with a fleet of 33 buses
running in all four seasons.1 The VTA runs 12 year-round
routes, and served 1.35 million riders between July 2017 –
June 2018.2
In 2017, the VTA announced that it had placed an order
for electric buses. The first six buses entered into service
beginning in the summer of 2018.3 An additional six
electric buses were set to be added to the VTA fleet in the
summer of 2019. The VTA plans to transition to an allelectric fleet in the coming years, replacing its remaining
diesel-fueled buses with electric buses as they reach the end
of their operational lifespan.4
Part of the VTA’s Clean Energy Transportation Plan is the
development of a cutting-edge charging infrastructure.
Chargers at the VTA’s garage will be connected to a
microgrid consisting of solar panels and battery storage. In
normal operation, the solar panels and battery will help
the VTA reduce its consumption of electricity during peak
hours. In the event of a power outage, the system can
disconnect from the larger electric grid and continue to
provide power, in tandem with backup diesel generators.5

The VTA’s bus service connects ferry terminals, beaches,
and most major attractions on the island, making it
possible for visitors to leave their cars on the mainland
rather than pay an extra fee to have them ferried over.7 As
the VTA introduces more electric buses into its fleet,
residents and visitors alike will benefit from reduced noise,
improved service, and cleaner air.
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The agency is also installing wireless induction chargers at
a few key stops around the island. When a bus pulls over
to discharge passengers at one of these stops, its battery
will receive enough power from the charger to reach the
next charging station, extending the range of the buses to
be practically unlimited.6
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